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Abstract
By reflecting on his own background and educational 

experiences, political scientist Stephen Graves, PhD explores 

the relationship between his career path and his own identity. 

Graves employs a personal lens to investigate the journey of a 

Black scholar looking for the best way to make changes in his 

community. His collegiate career studying politics is defined by 

challenging major themes in American government while the 

political issues he identifies as important to Black communities 

are invisible among the academic discourse he encounters. With 

seemingly no clear political home to find himself, he turns to 

political philosophy and discovers his own brand of Black politics. 

Mixing political philosophy and Black studies, Graves employs 

a personal lens that ultimately empowers him throughout his 

education and into his future. Ultimately finding a career in 

teaching provided the opportunity to engage students pursuing 

their own paths and identities in politics, while hoping to be 

agents of change.
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